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Objective/Learning Target:
Objective: Student will photograph their best 5 favorite subject matter (same item needs to 
be seen 5 different ways) and 5 least favorite subject matter (same item needs to be seen 

5 different ways) shots are displaying that one thing from different view/vantage points. Any 
light source or lens may be used. Cellphone or regular cameras may be used or combined. 

Student may edit any way they wish.  There will also be 1 photo of whatever subject 
matter/style of your choosing. Student is displaying all knowledge gained from previous 
lessons with regards to proper exposure, focus, composition, use of light, use of lenses, 

motion and “seeing” for visual appeal to a viewer.  “Show Me What You’ve Got”
This is your whatever subject matter/style of your 

choosing and post your favorite to Twitter!



Category your choice!
Day 5

Bell Ringer: Do you have a photo you have taken that doesn’t really fall 
into any category, but you really like it?

Activities:

Task #1: Look through your camera roll (camera or cellphone)
Free space category: Use a photo in this category of any type of photo you desire 
with any sort of editing you deem worthy.  Photo cannot be a previous photo from any 
lesson previous or from any other category in this lesson. Photo can be in the style of 
any previous lesson or something new.

Task #2: Edit this photo any way you wish. If you want to heavily edit, go for 
it, especially if you like designs. 

Task #3: Post your very favorite Final project photo to Twitter with 
@karenmcamp, #favfinalimage 
#isddoesart. Or email me  a screen shot of your image on 
whatever social media you chose to share. 

Photo credit:
 K.Campbell



Task #4: Answer the following questions to your self for evaluation;
 
Explain why the favorite final image, or composition, posted to Twitter/social media 
(need a screenshot) was your favorite.  Use photography terminology (vocab/words).  
 
 
 
 
 
Did you “see” your least favorite subject matter in a different way as to make it more 
appealing to you? Why or why not?  
 
 
 

 
 
Explain your photo in the Free Shot Category.  What makes this photo visually 
successful? Was it a newly explored subject matter? Something you found online to 
try? Did you repeat a lesson from before but put your own spin on it? Was it the editing 
that made this appealing?  

Have a Great Summer!!!


